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Book by NASCAR

This was a book I bought for a special needs child who was in the hospital. He is all about

NASCAR. His Dad or Mom would walk backwards with the book open and he would walk just to see

the cars in the book. It helped to get him to exercise his muscles which had grown weak while he

was in bed. This is one of his favorite books.I would like to thank  again as they helped me find this

book. I e-mailed them about what I wanted and had an answer back in less than 10 minutes. I was

very impressed with how quick the response was and how quick the book was in my hands.

I had a hard time finding a good book about NASCAR for my son when he turned 5. He's a huge

fan. This book is perfect.He's going on 7 now and still enjoys this book. It has lots of great photos of

real cars and drivers - not generic painted race cars that a fan wouldn't recognize. It has photos of

the pit crew action, the tracks, actual racing photos, the parts of the cars and lots of driver and car

photos that your child will love. Some of the drivers and cars included are jeff Gordon, Tony Stewart,

Jimmie Johnson, and Matt Kenseth. Great book for a 4 - 8 year old fan. The design is neat, too with



the rubber handle with the NASCAR logo, and because it's a board book it can be carried around

and looked at over and over again without getting damaged! Great gift for a true fan - your child

won't be disappointed.

It's a nice book; great as a carry along. However, it was a bit too much for my almost 5 year old

nephew who is a huge NASCAR fan.

My three year old loves this book and asks my husband to read it to him almost every night. It has

held up very well. It appears that it was published a few years ago, but that doesn't bother my little

guy!

My son loves this book and has been carrying it around all over the house. Good pictures and easy

words.

I bought this book for my 4 year old son who loves Nascar. The book is board book with a handle

that he can take with him anywhere. It has great pictures and lots of information about the drivers

and his favorite cars. Great book!
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